
tie dye creations
Either with the help of Mondo Llama’s Tie Dye Kit or using at 
home materials, we’re going to explore the fun of color.

included kit supplies: 
(if using Mondo Llama™ kit):

1. 40 rubber bands

2. 8 die bottles

3. 3 pairs of plastic gloves

4. 3 plastic aprons

5. Drop cloth

6. Dropper

at-home supplies: 
(if making your own dye):

1. Turmeric

2. Table Salt

3. 100% cotton T-shirt or  
fabric to dye

4. Condiment bottle

5. Rubber bands

6. White vinegar
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tie dye instructions:
1. Add the following items to your Target cart: Mondo Llama™ Tie Dye Kit OR 

Good&Gather™ Turmeric.

2. If you purchase the Mondo Llama Tie Dye Kit, follow their instructions on how to 
complete your tie dye project. If you’re making your own dye, ask an adult for help 
and continue with these steps:

a. Heat 4 cups of water to a boil.

b. Add 2 Tbs of turmeric and stir until fully dissolved.

c. Dissolve 1 Tbs of table salt into your dye.

d. Reduce heat on water until still, remove from heat completely, and add 
to a condiment bottle.

e. Using rubber bands, create a pattern on your 100% cotton shirt by 
pinching, folding, and rolling the fabric (Note: Don’t apply it to your shirt 
yet, we have to prep it for dying first!).

f. Mix 1/2 cup of salt and 1 cup of white vinegar with 8 cups of water and 
bring to a boil. Simmer your shirt in the mixture for one hour.

g. After an hour, run shirt under cool water & wring out any excess water.

h. Wearing rubber gloves, apply your yellow dye to your shirt. Be sure to 
have protection over any surface you don’t want to turn yellow!

i. Once finished, place fabric into a plastic bag and seal.

j. Heat in microwave for two minutes on high on a microwave-safe plate.

k. Allow to cool outside of microwave overnight.

l. Rinse under cool water, remove rubber bands, and air dry completely.

m. To finish setting dye, run your item in the dryer for approx. 45 minutes

n. You’ve got your finished product! Some notes: 

i. Hand wash only.
ii. Dye may fade over time.
iii. Dye may transfer.
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